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Abstract

Cognitive cycle is a basic procedure of mental activities in cognitive level. Human cognition consists of cascading cycles of recurring brain events. This paper presents a cognitive cycle for the mind model CAM (Consciousness and Memory). Each cognitive cycle perceives the current situation, through motivation phase with reference to ongoing goals, and then composes internal or external action streams to reach the goals in response. We use dynamic description logic which is an extended description logic with action to formalize descriptions and algorithms of cognitive cycle. Two important algorithms, including hierarchical goal and action composition, are proposed in the paper.
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1. Introduction

Cognitive cycle is a basic procedure of mental activities in cognitive level. Human cognition consists of cascading cycles of recurring brain events. In problem solving, particular for production systems, solving cycles were proposed. In the early 1980’s, SOAR was developed to be a system that could support multiple problem solving methods for many different problems [1]. In the mid 1980’s, Newell and many of his students began working on SOAR as a candidate of unified theories of cognition [2]. SOAR is a classic example of expert rule-based cognitive architecture designed to model general intelligence with a learning architecture that has been applied to domains ranging from rapid, immediate tasks such as typing and video game interaction to long stretches of problem solving behavior. SOAR has also served as the foundation for a detailed theory of sentence processing, which models both the rapid on-line effects of semantics and context, as well as subtle effects of syntactic structure on processing difficulty across several typologically distinct languages.

The adaptive control of thought-rational (ACT-R) model, developed mainly by Anderson [3], which is a symbolic cognitive architecture aiming to explain how the components of the mind work together to produce coherent cognition. Coordination of the ACT-R modules is achieved by a central production system shown in Figure 1 [4].

ACT-R is a hybrid cognitive architecture. Its symbolic structure is a production system; the subsymbolic structure is represented by a set of massively parallel processes that can be summarized by a number of mathematical equations. The subsymbolic equations control many of the symbolic processes. If several productions match the state of the buffers, a subsymbolic utility equation estimates the relative cost and benefit associ-

### Figure 1. ACT-R architecture [4].
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ated with each production and decides to select for execution the production with the highest utility.

In practice ACT-R seems to be used more as a programming framework for cognitive modeling than as an AI system. One can easily use ACT-R to program models of specific human mental behaviors, which may then be matched against psychological and neurobiological data [5]. Recently Anderson and his colleagues investigated ACT-R under fMRI guide to execute algebra operations [6,7].

An agent perceives the environment through the sensor and affect the environment with the actor to communicate with environment [8]. A human being, if we see it an agent, perceives environment with eyes, ear, nose, etc. It affects the environment using hands, legs etc. A robot agent usually uses some cameras for getting environment information and the motor is their actor. A software agent uses codes as their sensor and actor. In 1993, Sho- ham proposed agent-oriented programming in terms of BDI agent architectures [9]. The Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) agent model is an event-driven execution model providing both reactive and proactive behaviors. The BDI agent model is built on a simplified view of human intelligence. In it, agents have a view of the world (Beliefs), certain goals they wish to achieve (Desires), and they form Plans (Intentions) to act on these using their accumulated experience. Agents based on the BDI model are at a level of abstraction closer to normal human experience [10].

In AI terms, Beliefs represent knowledge of the world. However, in computational terms, Beliefs are just some way of representing the state of the world, be it as the value of a variable, a relational database, or symbolic expressions in predicate calculus. Beliefs are essential because the world is dynamic, and the system only has a local view of the world. Moreover, as the system is resource bounded, it is desirable to cache important information rather than recompute it from base perceptual data. Desires form another essential component of system state. Again, in computational terms, a Goal may simply be the value of a variable, a record structure, or a symbolic expression in some logic. The important point is that a Goal represents some desired end state. The underlying semantics for Goals, irrespective of how they are represented computationally, should reflect some logic of desire. In the AI literature, Intentions represent the third necessary component of system state. Computationally, Intentions may simply be a set of executing threads in a process that can be appropriately interrupted upon receiving feedback from the possibly changing world. The basic components of a system designed for a dynamic, uncertain world should include some representation of Beliefs, Desires, Intentions and Plans, or what has come to be called a BDI agent [11].

CLARION is a hybrid architecture that combines a symbolic component for reasoning on explicit knowledge with a connectionist component for managing implicit knowledge. [12] Learning of implicit knowledge may be done via neural net, reinforcement learning, or other methods. The integration of symbolic and subsymbolic methods is powerful, but a great deal is still missing such as episodic knowledge and learning and creativity. Learning in the symbolic and subsymbolic portions is carried out separately rather than dynamically coupled, minimizing “cognitive synergy” effects. CLARION consists of a number of distinct subsystems, each of which contains a dual representational structure, including a “rules and chunks” symbolic knowledge store somewhat similar to ACT-R, and a neural net knowledge store embodying implicit knowledge. The CLARION architecture is shown in Figure 2. It contains main sub-systems as follows:

1) An action-centered subsystem to control actions;
2) A non-action-centered subsystem to maintain general knowledge;
3) A motivational subsystem to provide underlying motivations for perception, action, and cognition;
4) A meta-cognitive subsystem to monitor, direct, and modify the operations of all the other subsystems.

Motivational dynamics is an essential part of human or animal behaviors. In CLARION Sun proposed a motivational subsystem shown in Figure 3 [13]. In this subsystem, the goal structure constitutes an explicit representation of motivations, and drives an implicit one. The mapping between the state of the world, for instance, stimuli as perceived by a cognitive agent, and the sensing of various perceived deficits, and the strengths of various drives can be implemented, in accordance with the aforementioned value ranges and relations, by back-propagation networks. The networks identify relevant features from raw sensory input. The output of such a network may be the strengths of drives.

The LIDA architecture developed by Stan Franklin and his colleagues is based on the concept of the cognitive cycle—a notion that is important to the brain [14, 15]. Each cognitive cycle the LIDA agent first makes sense of its current situation as best as it can. It then decides what portion of this situation is most in need of attention. Broadcasting this portion, the current contents of consciousness, enables the agent to finally choose an appropriate action and execute it.

Autonomous agents cope with their changing environment by their continuous, cyclic chores of “perceive-understand-act”. LIDA’s cognitive cycle is the cycle of refined cognitive processes that bring about the appropriate action for specific situation. As Franklin and Baars
Figure 2. CLARION architecture [12].

Cognitive cycle should reflect agent interaction with environment, which is sensory outside environment, through deliberation, and then effect environment. Cognitive cycle is a whole procedure from perception to behavior execution. In this paper we propose a cognitive cycle in mind model CAM which consists of three phases: perception, motivation and action composition. Dynamic description logic is used for formalizing descriptions and algorithms. Two important algorithms, including hierarchical goal and action composition, are proposed in the paper.

Next section will introduce mind model CAM. The CAM cognitive cycle will be discussed in Section 3. Finally, conclusion and perspective will be given.

2. Mind Model CAM

Mind could be defined as: “That which thinks, reasons, perceives, wills, and feels. The mind now appears in no way separate from the brain. In neuroscience, there is no duality between the mind and body. They are one.” in Medical Dictionary [17]. A mind model is intended to be an explanation of how some aspect of cognition is accomplished by a set of primitive computational processes. A model performs a specific cognitive task or class of
tasks and produces behavior that constitutes a set of predictions that can be compared to data from human performance. Task domains that have received considerable attention include problem solving, language comprehension, memory tasks, and human-device interaction.

A new mind model called Consciousness and Memory (CAM) is proposed by Intelligence Science Laboratory of Institute of Computing Technology [18]. Figure 4 shows the architecture of CAM model which consists of three main parts, consciousness, memory and high level cognitive functions. The consciousness possesses a set of planning schemes which arrange the components of CAM to accomplish different cognitive tasks. The memory part contains three types of memory which are long term memory, short term memory and working memory. The high level cognitive function part includes event detection, action execution etc.

2.1. Semantic Memory

In semantic memory, that is, conceptual memory in Figure 4, we use ontology to specify a conceptualization of a domain in terms of concepts, attributes, and relations. The concepts provide model entities of interest in the domain. They are typically organized into a taxonomy tree where each node represents a concept and each concept is a specialization of its parent. Each concept in a taxonomy is associated with a set of instances. By the taxonomy’s definition, the instances of a concept are also instances of an ancestor concept. Each concept is also associated with a set of attributes. An ontology also defines a set of relations among its concepts. Logic language Dynamic description logic (DDL) proposed by authors’ Lab defines ontology terminologies and expressiveness [19].

An example of semantic memory to describe animal hierarchical category is given in Figure 5. We can describe it in DDL as follows:

```
Animal ≡ Bird ⊔ Fish
Bird ≡ Canary ⊔ Ostrich
Fish ≡ Shark ⊔ Salmon
animal(x,y) = (HasSkin(x) ⊓ CanMoveAround(x) ⊓ Eats(x) ⊓ Breathes(x), Animal(y))
bird(x,y) = (HasWings(x) ⊓ CanFly(x) ⊓ HasFeathers(x), Bird(y))
```

---
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2.2. Episodic Memory

Episodic memory is a category of long-term memory that involves the recollection of specific events, situations and experiences [21]. Nuxoll and Laird demonstrated that an episodic memory can support an intelligent agent to own a multitude of cognitive capabilities [22].

In CAM the episode is an elementary unit that stores previous scene in episodic memory where an episode is divided into two levels: one is an abstract level in terms of logic, another is a primitive level shown in Figure 6. Among them, episode is represented in the form of logic symbol on the abstract level. The primitive level includes perception information correlated to abstract level of the described object.

In order to represent and organize perception of the episode effectively, we adopt DDL to describe episode in abstract level and ontology in primitive level. Object data graph (ODG) is used to describe episode. Figure 7 depicts an ODG structure of film Waterloo bridge where objects associate with other objects through URI in episode. Figure 7 shows us 3 objects: M2, W2, and film Waterloo bridge. In addition, object W2 has worn a blue skirt. The film also associates with two main roles M1, W1 and among them W1 has worn a white coat.

In Soar, the retrieval of episode is modeled as a case-based reasoning problem which finds solutions to problems according previous experience [22]. We follow this idea and build a case based system to retrieve the episode according to the cues. To simplify the system, we restrict the cue to be transitional sequence like episode. Then, the retrieval of episode is modeled as problem of finding the episode that is most relevant to the cue. As the abstract level episode can represent the content of episode precisely, thus the matchmaking is only performed between cue and abstract level episode. In CAM, the transitional sequence is formally defined as possible world sequence and whether the episode implies cue can be inferred by the DDL based tableau algorithms [18].

3. CAM Cognitive Cycle

In mind model CAM we propose the cognitive cycle shown in Figure 8. The CAM cognitive cycle depicts as Perception-Motivation-Action Composition three phases.
Perception phase is the process of attaining awareness of the environment by sensory input. Using the incoming percept and the residual contents of working memory, as cues, local associations are automatically retrieved from transient episodic memory and from declarative memory. Motivation phase focuses on learners’ beliefs, expectations, and needs for order and understanding. According to the impact factors of motivation, such as proportional activation, opportunism, contiguity of action, persistence, interruption, combination of preference we construct a motivation subsystem. Action composition will compose a group of actions through action selection, planning to reach the end goal.

### 3.1. Perception

Perception phase is the process of attaining awareness or understanding of the environment by organizing and interpreting sensory information [23,24]. All perception involves signals in the nervous system, which in turn result from physical stimulation of the sense organs. Sensory stimuli, external or internal, are received and interpreted by perception producing the beginnings of meaning.

Awareness is the state or ability to perceive, to feel, or to be conscious of events, objects or sensory patterns. In this level of consciousness, sense data can be confirmed by an observer without necessarily implying understanding. More broadly, it is the state or quality of being aware of something. In biological psychology, awareness is defined as a human’s or an animal’s perception and cognitive reaction to a condition or event.

### 3.2. Motivation

Motivation is a process that starts with a physiological or psychological need that activates a behavior or a drive that is aimed at a goal. There are several motivation theories, such as Extrinsic motivation, Behaviorism, Humanistic views of motivation, Cognitive theories of motivation.

Physiologist Maslow developed the hierarchy of needs through his paper titled a Theory of Human Motivation in 1943 [25]. Since it introduced to the public, the Maslow’s hierarchy of needs theory has been made a significant impact to the every life aspect in people’s life. This theory can give people more spirit and motivation so they can manage their life very well [26]. The Maslow’s hierarchy of needs is describing the reality of most people life experience accurately. The Maslow’s
The hierarchy of needs theory is divided into five different levels of basic needs, including physiological needs in the lowest level, security needs in the second level, needs of love, affection and ownership in the next level, esteem needs in the fourth level, and the last is self-actualization needs in the top of hierarchy shown in Figure 9. Maslow actually was a humanistic psychologist who believed in the human potential that human can struggle to reach the success and look for the creativity in order to reach the highest wisdom and also the logic think. From above we can see that humanistic views of motivation focus on the learner as a whole person and examine the relationships among physical, emotional, intellectual, and aesthetic needs.

Bach has proposed a framework for an extensible motivational system of cognitive agents, based on research in psychology [27]. It draws on a finite set of pre-defined drives, which relate to needs of the system. Goals are established through reinforcement learning by interacting with an environment. Bach also points out that all behavior of Psi agents is directed towards a goal situation, which is characterized by a consumptive action satisfying one of the needs. Bach proposes hierarchy of agent needs with three levels shown in Figure 10. The lowest level is physiological needs, containing fuel and water, intactness. Second level is cognitive needs, containing certainty, competence, and aesthetics. The third level is social needs, containing affiliation and supplication signals.

Bach uses Psi theory to define a possible solution for a drive-based, poly-thematic motivational system. It can reflect physiological needs, also addresses the establishment of cognitive and social goals. Its straightforward integration of needs allows adapting it quickly to different environments and types of agents. They develop a version of the model which has been successfully evaluated against human performance in problem solving games [28].

In the motivation phase of the mind model CAM, an explicit goal may be set based on drives according to the needs. A goal list consists of a number of goals which can be described formally:

\[ G_t = \{ G'_1, G'_2, \ldots, G'_n \} \text{ at time } t \]

**Definition 1**: A hierarchical goal which is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) can be defined as a 3-tuples:

\[ \text{DAG} = (P, E, \prec) \]

where
- \( P \): a set of nodes
- \( E \): a set of edges which indicate the relation between connected nodes
- \( \prec \): partial order

Should be satisfied following conditions:
1) A particular node TopGoal is contained in \( P \), \( \forall p \in P, \ p \neq \text{TopGoal}, \ p \prec \text{TopGoal} \)
2) if \( p_1, p_2 \in P \), then \( p_1 \neq p_2 \);
3) if \( \prec p_1, p_2 > E \), then \( p_2 < p_1 \);
4) if \( p \in P \), \( \exists p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_n \in P \), and \( < p, p_1 > E, < p_1, p_2 > E, \ldots, < p_{n-1}, p_n > E \).

Then \( < p, p_2 > E, \ldots, < p, p_n > E \).

Let a set of goals \( G_t \) at time \( t \) be
\[ G_t = \{ G'_1, G'_2, \ldots, G'_n \} \], where, \( G'_i, 1 \leq i \leq n \), let
\[ G'_i = \{ G''_1, G''_2, \ldots, G''_k \} \], \( 1 \leq k \leq n \), satisfy
\[ G'_r \neq G'_s, r \neq s \], that is, no repeated goals in \( G'_i, 1 \leq i \leq n \). The algorithm for creating hierarchical goals is given as follows:

**Algorithm 1**: Hierarchical goals

**Input**: a set of goals \( G'_i = \{ G''_1, G''_2, \ldots, G''_k \} \) and their partial order

**Output**: DAG which is a directed acyclic graph

1) Initialize \( \text{DAG} = \text{null} \);
2) if $G'_i$ is empty, then end and return $DAG$;
3) take $G'_j$ from $G'_i$, $1 \leq j \leq k$, update $G'_i \leftarrow G'_i - \{G'_j\}$;
4) if $G'_j$ is empty, create root = new node (“root”), generate node($G'_i$), and let parent(node($G'_i$)) = root;
5) call insert(root, $G'_i$);
6) Goto 2.

Function insert(root, $G'_i$)
1) let Children = children(root);
2) if Children is empty, create a new node node($G'_i$), and, parent(node($G'_i$)) = root, return;
3) take Child from Children, let Children ← Children − {Child};
4) if no partial order between Child, Concept and $G'_j$, then Goto 2;
5) if Child . Concept ⊑ $G'_i$, then create a new node node($G'_i$), let parent(node($G'_i$)) = root, and parent(Child) = node($G'_i$),
delete parent(Child) = root, return;
6) call insert(Child, $G'_i$).

Comments:
1) Function children(node C) find all connected nodes directly with node C;
2) Function parent(node C) find directed parent node of node C;
3) Function new node(C) create a new node C;
4) Function parent(node(C)) = node(D) assign node D as a parent node to node C.

3.3. Action Composition

Action composition is the process of constructing a complex composite action from atomic actions to achieve a specific task. Action composition can be divided into two steps, first is action selection, i.e., select related action from action library. Then selected actions are composed together using a planning strategy.

The action selection chooses a single action from a just instantiated action stream or possibly from a previously active stream. There are a lot of selection methods. Most of them match goal and behavior based on similarity criteria.

Planning offers a scalable and efficient approach for action composition. It allows for a composition request to be expressed in terms of goal conditions that specify a set of constraints and preferences. We use dynamic description logic to describe definitions and algorithm for-
10) \( \text{restGoal} = G - \text{subGoal} \)
11) if the \( \text{subGoal} \) has already been processed by \( \text{sub-Stream} \) then
12) executed recursively, and get \( \text{restStreams} \) to reach \( \text{restGoal} \).
13) \( \text{GoalStreams} = \text{subStreams} \cup \text{restStreams} \)
14) return \( \text{GoalStreams} \)
15) else if \( T,A \neq \text{subGoal} \) then
16) executed recursively, and get \( \text{restStreams} \) to reach \( \text{restGoal} \).
17) \( \text{GoalStreams} = \text{restStreams} \)
18) return \( \text{GoalStreams} \)
19) else if \( \text{if no action stream satisfy the subgoal sub-Goal} \) then
20) return NULL
21) else
22) IF action stream \( S' = \{S'_1, \cdots, S'_k\} \) satisfying the subgoal
23) loop
24) select a set of streams \( \text{subStreams} \) from \( S' \) satisfying the subgoal
25) If a set of preconditions to satisfy the subgoal,
\( G' = \{G_1, \cdots, G_m\} \),
where \( G_i = \text{Pre(subStreams)} + \text{Posti(subStreams, subGoal)} \)
26) loop
27) select a \( \text{preGoal} \) from \( G' \) satisfying the subgoal
28) executed recursively, and get \( \text{preStreams} \) to reach \( \text{preGoal} \).
29) executed recursively, and get \( \text{restStreams} \) to reach \( \text{restGoal} \).
30) if \( \text{preStreams} \neq \text{NULL} \) then
31) if \( \text{restStreams} \neq \text{NULL} \) then
32) \( \text{GoalStreams} = (\text{preStreams}; \text{subStreams}) \)
33) return \( \text{GoalStreams} \)
34) end if
35) end if
36) remove \( \text{preGoal} \) from \( G' \)
37) end loop
38) remove \( \text{subStreams} \) from \( S' \)
39) end loop
40) return NULL
41) end if

Planning technologies differ in the complexity of the problems they can handle and the representations. We can employ different search algorithms to synthesis a plan and the constraints they observe. A number of different planning methodologies are developed, such as state space planning, plan space planning, planning graph techniques, hierarchical task network planning, model based planning. We will continue to consider which method is better for action composition in the mind model CAM.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

Cognitive cycle is a basic procedure of mental activities in cognitive level. Cognitive cycle should reflect agent interaction with environment, which is sensory outside environment, through deliberation, and then affect it. Traditional problem solving cycle can be embedded into cognitive cycle and looks like a particular situation to focus on solving questions. Here cognitive cycle is a whole procedure from perception to behavior execution.

Franklin and Baars [15] pointed out “A cognitive cycle can be thought of as a moment of cognition—a cognitive moment; higher-level cognitive processes are composed of many of these cognitive cycles, each a cognitive atom.” And they proposed the cognitive cycle as “perceive-understand-act”. This paper proposes the cognitive cycle in CAM, which is different with LIDA’s cognitive cycle. We emphasize motivation and action composition. We use dynamic description logic to describe it formally.

We will continue to research on activities and algorithms for the each phase in cognitive cycle. The proposed cognitive cycle will be implemented by simulation in multi-agent systems.
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